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Bat Watch Expands!
Alberta and Saskatchewan join Bat Watch
We are excited to announce that citizen scientists in
Alberta and Saskatchewan are now able to join Bat
Watch! Our team is in contact with organizations in
other provinces and territories looking to expand the
program further.

The Importance of Bat Watchers
Bat Watchers can help to protect Endangered bats in
Canada by identifying maternity roosts (i.e., colonies of
female bats raising their babies in the spring and
summer) and counting the bats in these roosts.
Little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus), northern longeared bats (Myotis septentrionalis) and big brown bats
(Eptesicus fuscus) are the bat species that will most
likely inhabit maternity roosts
on your property. Little brown
bats and northern long-eared
bats are listed as
Endangered in Canada due
to the fungal disease whitenose syndrome. Because they are Endangered,
Environment Canada has drafted a strategy to help
these species recover (http://www.registrelepsararegistry.gc.ca/document/default_e.cfm?documentI
D=2475). A key objective of this strategy is to identify
important maternity roost qualities and monitor
populations.
Maternity colony counts are essential for gathering
baseline population numbers and monitoring
population declines due to white-nose syndrome. In
many cases, it is much easier to monitor bats at
maternity colonies rather than at caves or old mines
where bats hibernate in winter. Caves can be difficult
to find or access, dangerous to enter, and bats often
roost in tiny crevices making count numbers
inaccurate.

Bat counts conducted by a citizen scientist that show the
decline of bats at an Ontario roost. In 2016, about 2/3 of bats
did not return to the roost. In 2017, no bats were observed.

New Feature: Report sightings!
Have you seen a bat in your yard, at your campsite,
clinging to a building, or active in the winter - you can
now report these to Bat Watch!

You no longer need to have a maternity colony on your
property to join Bat Watch. Observations of bats that
are uploaded to the website (Participate Tab – Add a
bat sighting) can provide important information about
the natural history and range of bats.
Bats flying during the winter are often a sign that they
are hibernating in a cave infected with the fungus that
causes white-nose syndrome. These observations help
researchers gain insight into the spread of this
disease.

For more information on white-nose syndrome and its
effects on hibernating bats, visit
http://batwatch.ca/content/white-nose-syndrome.
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Maternity Colony Research
Summer 2017 was action-packed for the University of
Winnipeg Bat Lab. We had a team of ten people to
count bats, capture bats, and monitor for white-nose
syndrome at maternity roosts. In total, we made 58
counts at 31 maternity roosts, in addition to capturing
(and releasing) over 300 bats for white-nose syndrome
research.

White-nose Syndrome Surveys
In the winter of 2017, white-nose syndrome was
confirmed in two mines near Red Lake and Kenora.
White-nose syndrome has not yet been confirmed in
Manitoba, but during our summer surveys we saw wing
damage consistent with white-nose syndrome in sites
as far west as Turtle Mountain Provincial Park. All bats
with damaged wings were swabbed for white-nose
syndrome. We sent 87 swabs from bats in Manitoba
and Ontario, and are awaiting the results.

Photo of a bat wing with visible scars from adult female bat in
Nopoming Provincial Park in Manitoba. We cannot say for
sure the damage was related to WNS but this is worrying.

Bat Tracking!
Andrew Habrich and Trevor Moore are two Masters’
students at the University of Winnipeg. Andrew and
Trevor radiotracked pregnant and lactating bats this
summer in the Kenora region of Ontario. Radiotracking
involves catching a bat, trimming the hair between its
shoulder blades and attaching a tiny temperaturesensitive radiotransmitter with skin glue. After the bat is
released, it can be followed with a handheld receiver
and an antenna. The transmitters are groomed off
within a few weeks. This research aims to answer
questions about the home range (i.e., the area in which

an animal moves daily) of
reproductive bats and how they
are managing their energy with
torpor.
Torpor is state during which
bats and other mammals and
birds lower their body
Bat with radio transmitter
temperature to save energy.
Photo credit: Lotek.com
Although torpor helps bats
avoid starvation, it can reduce immune responses,
slow wound healing, slow pregnancy and reduce milk
production in females supporting young. As a result,
reproductive females may change the amount of torpor
they use during and after pregnancy. Understanding
how energetic demands of pregnancy and lactation
affect the use of torpor and size of the home range of
bats is relatively unknown. This lack of knowledge may
limit the implementation of conservation efforts
because we do not know the type and size of habitats
bats need to survive.

Andrew’s preliminary results show that lactating bats
2
have home ranges that are ~11 km and that they are
about half the size as the home ranges of pregnant
2
bats (~18 km ). The reason lactating bats have smaller
home ranges is likely because they need to make
return trips to the roost throughout the night to nurse
their young. Trevor’s preliminary results suggest that
pregnant bats drop their body temperatures more than
lactating females and that bats with wing scarring
caused by white-nose syndrome spend fewer days in
torpor than those without.
The work done by Andrew and Trevor will hopefully
provide a basis for identifying the habitat that needs
protection around maternity colonies and help
influence ongoing and future efforts to ensure survival
of WNS surviving moms and their young.
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Home range of pregnant and lactating bats

Heated Bat House Project
Occupancy

Background
White-nose syndrome is a disease that affects
hibernating bats during winter. It is caused by a coldloving fungus that grows on the exposed skin (wings
and nose), creating wounds and causing bats to warm
up out of hibernation too often. Bats with white-nose
syndrome often starve to death during the winter, or
emerge from caves or mines too early to be able to
survive. Female bats that are able to live through the
winter with white-nose syndrome are often too skinny
to be able to support pregnancy.
Starting in 2016, we started installing heated bat
houses throughout Ontario and Manitoba to help
combat white-nose syndrome. Bat houses were heated
by small heaters controlled by thermostats. Previous
laboratory research indicates that bats prefer heated
rather than unheated bat houses, and that they heal
faster in warmer environments. As a result, by
providing bats with heated bat houses in the spring, we
are hoping this will help white-nose syndrome
survivors heal from the disease and successfully raise
offspring.

It can take a few years for bats to move into a new
house. So we are happy to report that 7/15 of our
heated houses and 7/13 unheated houses were
occupied by bats this past summer. We visited all bat
houses to check for bats and count the number of bats
occupying them.

Do you want to participate?
Do you have:
-

A bat colony on your property?
o
This greatly increases the chances the
bat house will become occupied
- A place to install a bat house?
o
Post, wall or deck that is at least 10 feet
above ground. South facing is preferred.
- Access to a plug that is within 25 meters and
st
powered from May 1st to August 31 ?
o
You will be provided compensation for
associated electricity costs
- Willingness to have a field team visit your
property twice in June and twice in July to
count and capture bats?
If yes, we want to hear from you! Contact us at
batwatch@outlook.com.

Dr. Craig Willis’ TEDx Talk
For a great summary on white-nose syndrome,
University of Winnipeg bat research and the
challenges of finding a cure, watch “What can bats
teach us about human impact on wildlife diseases?” at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0RKH7LKr1Q&t=1
2s from the TEDx Conference at the University of
Winnipeg in September 2017.

Stay Connected to Bat Watch
Visit www.batwatch.ca to report sightings, colonies and learn more about bats.
Email your questions and concerned to batwatch@outlook.com.
Like us on Facebook @neighbourhoodbats.
Find us on Twitter @bat_watch.
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Bat Watch’s partners include:

Support for this research provided by:
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